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The circle is above the object.
description is ...
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
not acceptable at all fully acceptable
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Two important features affect
acceptability ratings (Regier, 1996; Regier
& Carlson, 2001):
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× = CoM = center-of-mass
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Previous Research // Regier and Carlson (2001), asymmetrical ROs
inverted “L”:
fillers, no data available
× = center-of-mass
◦ = center-of-object
(image sources: Regier & Carlson, 2001, p. 287, 288, 286)
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Previous Research // Regier and Carlson (2001), experiment 4
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This Study // Materials – LOs & Linguistic Input









Der Punkt ist über / unter dem Objekt.
The dot is above / below the object.
28 LOs × 2 prepositions × 4 ROs
= 224 trials
34 native German speakers
participated (mean age: 23.79)
rating scale: 1 – 9
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Analysis // Center-of-Mass
× ×
‘über’ and ‘unter’ ratings
ratings for LOs near the edge minus
ratings for more central LOs
same center-of-mass orientation
on average
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center-of-mass effect, 'über' & 'unter' ratings
error bars depict 95% confidence intervals
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Analysis // Center-of-Object
◦ ◦
‘über’ and ‘unter’ ratings
ratings for left LOs minus
ratings for right LOs
same center-of-object
orientation on average
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center-of-object effect, 'über' & 'unter' ratings
error bars depict 95% confidence intervals
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Interim Discussion
center-of-mass orientation seems to not
have the effect suggested by Regier
(1996); Regier and Carlson (2001)
LOs with the same center-of-mass
orientation were not rated equally




AVS model (Regier & Carlson, 2001)
rAVS model (Kluth, Burigo, &
Knoeferle, 2016)
→ modify these models!
×
◦
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Attentional Vector Sum (AVS) model
(Regier & Carlson, 2001)
acceptability rating
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→ AVS / rAVS model → acceptability rating
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reversed AVS (rAVS) model
(Kluth et al., 2016)
δ
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AVS rAVS AVS-BB rAVS-CoO
GOF: goodness-of-fit; SHO: simple hold-out (Schultheis, Singhaniya, & Chaplot, 2013)
error bars show 95% confidence intervals
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Conclusion // Take Home Message
How important is the center-of-mass for evaluating spatial
language?
What about asymmetrical ROs?
empirical and computational support for:
People use the center-of-object instead of the center-of-mass
of an RO for evaluating spatial terms.
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(image sources: Melcher & Kowler, 1999, p. 2933, 2932, 2943; Vishwanath & Kowler, 2003, p. 1639;
Brouwer, Franz, & Gegenfurtner, 2009, p. 5; and Desanghere & Marotta, 2015, p. 3)
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Melcher and Kowler (1999):
Vishwanath and Kowler (2003):
Brouwer et al. (2009):
Desanghere and
Marotta (2015):
(image sources: Melcher & Kowler, 1999, p. 2933, 2932, 2943; Vishwanath & Kowler, 2003, p. 1639;
Brouwer et al., 2009, p. 5; and Desanghere & Marotta, 2015, p. 3)
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Thank you for your attention!
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